RELIABLE PERFORMANCE,
EVEN IN COLD WEATHER
Cold Weather Package Option Improves Uptime
The Cold Weather Package combines the features of the previous Cold and Arctic packages into one comprehensive
offering for easy, error-free ordering. This option is available for our North American internal combustion and bi-energy
articulating and telescoping boom lifts. Components vary based on machine configuration. Various cold weather
package options are also available for other Genie® products, such as telehandlers and RT scissors, so check product
specifications for availability.

Why You Need It in Cold-Weather
• Facilitates Cold Starting

• Works With Winter Gear

Freeze plug heaters keep the engine warm, so it’s ready to start
up and work — even after sitting in the cold overnight.

The oversized foot switch cover allows easier access for operators
wearing bulky winter footwear.

• Delivers More Cold Cranking Power

• Keeps Platform Hydraulics Operating Smoothly

Battery blankets, synthetic oil and oil pan heaters improve cold
engine cranking, so customers have the power they need for
reliable start-up.

Platform manifold recirculation on certain models keeps warmer
hydraulic fluid continuously flowing to and from the platform.

• Plugs Into a Standard Outlet

• Makes Control Displays More Responsive

Battery blankets, pan heaters and freeze plug heaters plug into a
standard 3-prong North American 110V 60Hz outlet.

LCD and platform control panel heaters make LCD displays and
electronic control membranes respond more quickly.

Articulating Booms

Z30N

Z30N

Z34N

Full synthetic engine oil
110V battery blanket
110V hydraulic reservior blanket
110V auxiliary power unit battery blanket
Oil pan heater (Deutz - equipped models)
Freeze plug heater (all except Deutz)
Platform control board heater
Ground control LCD panel heating ﬁlm element
Platform manifold recirculation
-40°F hydraulic hose rating

Z34IC

Z40

Z45BE

Z45IC











Z51

Z60

Z80

Z135











































Telescoping Booms

S40

S40

S45

S60

S65

S80

S85

S100

S105

S120

S125

Full synthetic engine oil
110V battery blanket
110V hydraulic reservior blanket
110V auxiliary power unit battery blanket
Oil pan heater (Deutz - equipped models)
Freeze plug heater (all except Deutz)
Platform control board heater
Ground control LCD panel heating ﬁlm element
Platform manifold recirculation
-40°F hydraulic hose rating
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